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MESSAGE FROM THE PUBLISHER
Sebastian Cast has a rare gift of portraying emotion in his illustrations 

and subjects. His images come alive and are full of vitality. Cast is a 

true master having excelled in every aspect of his creative career. With 

countless awards and exhibitions of his work, he is a sought after talent 

and I’m thrilled to work with him in any capacity.

As a creative person, I know first hand the difficulty and hardships of 

finding a place in the industry. While skill can be shaped with time, 

there is no substitute for passion and determination; awards come 

with time and hard work, there is no easy way to get ahead, find what 

you like, stick with it and you’ll succeed with time. I’m thankful to have 

found my place in the industry and be able to give back to the creative 

global community and be part a leader in promotion and publishing of 

independent talent from all walks of life. Share your knowledge, give 

back and you too will reap the rewards and get paid to have fun. 

Visit BookPushers.com to give your career an extra push in promotion. 

Let’s finally get you on the M.A.P. We’re recruiting for our Talent Agency 

experts in 2d, 3d, animation. To be considered you must show professionalism and dedication and have a portfolio on 

our Sketchoholic.com showing your particular expertise. Our agency receives requests for various advertisement and 

productions from around the world. Your name will be presented to clients and you will be able to choose freelance 

projects that come our way.

MARCIN MIGDAL (Founder / Editor-in-Chief / President)

BookPushers.com / MadArtistPublishing.com / Sketchoholic.com  

Youtube.com/MadArtistPublishing 

Facebook.com/MarcinMigdal 

Linkedin.com/in/MarcinMigdal

Marcin is a Board Member & Advisor at Retouching Academy (RetouchingAcademy.com) and entrepreneurial & 

marketing Mentor at CYBF.ca (Canadian Youth Business Foundation).

Illustration of Marcin by Rui Duarte

Authored by Mad Artist Publishing, co-written and illustrated by Sebastian Cast, Editor-in-chief Marcin 
Migdal, Editorial coordination by Alellie (Allie) Gomez, Managing editor Quintini Arnaldo Pedroza, Guest 
Editor Angel Brkic, Associate editor Marina Madiha Khan, Other Maliha Fatima Khan, Assisted by Jawad 
Ahmad, Attorney & Legal Representation by Douglas Osterhoudt.
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THANKS  TO  ALL  MY  GREAT  FRIENDS  FOR  THEIR  KIND  WORDS

Sebastian Cast is no doubt a pure artist, one of those people predestined to develop a defining 
and pioneering instinct. And he’s much more than this, a truly rounded artist, who has managed 
to train himself in the most difficult and best-trodden paths in the visual arts. His artwork 
has a rare and original expressive strength, a vision that goes beyond appearances and has 

a remarkable artistic rigor. He doesn’t resemble anyone, he owes his instinct of self-improvement to his own 
strength and self criticism.

   ~ Ricardo Ajler (Facebook.com/ricardo.ajler)

Sebastian Cast is the owner of an unmistakable style. His works make a grand impression at first sight not 
only for their aesthetics but also for what they transmit. What makes him different from other colleagues 
is his stroke, the strength and gestures of his characters. His most important virtue is the ability to capture 
the spirit of the person caricatured like no other. By chance (or maybe not) he’s called Sebastian, as the best 

caricaturist in the world (Sebastián Krüger). I don’t know if Cast is the best in the world, but he undoubtedly stands 
with the best. Since there are so many talented artists around the world, this is no small deed!

   ~ Claudio Kappel  (www.escueladekappel.com.ar)

http://Facebook.com/ricardo.ajler)
http://www.escueladekappel.com.ar
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THANKS  TO  ALL  MY  GREAT  FRIENDS  FOR  THEIR  KIND  WORDS

I really enjoy looking at Cast’s illustrations! Making you go from an amused smile to full amazement 
in just a glance is the great virtue of this artist. To only focus on the observations of the quality of 
his stroke is to lose the final interpretation of the work, its plan and projection. The treatment of 
light and the combination of colors, as well as the sensitivity of his pencil sketches make Sebastian´s 

work stand out among other artists´ photographic, hiper-real caricatures, which bore the observer. He is 
undoubtedly, the projection of his teachers! 

   ~ Gustavo Cereijo  (www.Facebook.com/gustavo.cereijo)

I receive this news with joy! Sebastián’s book is finally out! A most deserved prize! Sebastián Cast is part 
of  a new and very good generation of caricaturists. Due to his brilliant style, he has found his place in 
such a particular and beloved field as caricature, which is my great passion. Let’s celebrate and enjoy this 
achievement, which is no doubt the first of a long chain of successful feats to come. Congratulations!

   ~ Jorge de Los Rios  (www.Facebook.com/jorge.delosrios.9)

http://Facebook.com/gustavo.cereijo
http://Facebook.com/jorge.delosrios.9
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Can you tell us a little about you and how you 
started in Art?      
Since I can remember, I have been fond of drawing; 
I studied in the best Art school in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina. I also learned a lot at private workshops 
with great teachers.

Was art your calling? Did you ever want to do 
anything else?                            
It was, absolutely! I would totally repeat my choice for 
art. My other passion is music, another art form...

What is the best and worst thing about being an artist? 
The best part is being able to live off what I have 
chosen, a tough road, but full of satisfactions, 
surprises and deceptions. I enjoy the fruits of my effort. 
“what you don’t gain with effort has no value”. The 
worst thing is, without a doubt, the corrections made 
by agencies! Hahaha Art has no limis. “The best thing 
that can happen to us is to cast a doubt on our present 
work, in order to improve the next”.

Do you have a style you are known for?  
To be objetive, the answer is with my followers.  My 
style and technique support my artwork. The main 
idea is to create a greater visual impact in a free 
creation, not just a caricature.  To go beyond that 
barrier is what makes me compose and think a piece 
as the projection of a concept.

Was your family and friends supportive?  
Yes, completely. Although I would swim against the 
current if it wasn’t like this.

Who are some of your favorite artists, dead or alive? 
Rembrandt, Velázquez, Caravaggio, Sebastian Krugger, 
Andres Cascioli, Carlos Nine, Tom Richmond.

Can you offer any tips on how to get clients or 
projects? 
I try to satisfy my client’s needs responsibly, by 
handing in my work properly and on time. The 
Internet and digital media have broken the distance 
barrier, so I have clients from all over the world. They 
generally see one of my works and they get in touch 
via Facebook or my website.

Sometimes artists have to be business and 
marketing people, do you have any thoughts or 
tips on this area? 
Constant improvement instinct.

Tiene un proyecto o imagen preferida? 
The Sixtine Chapel.

How do you stand out among so many artists? 
For my persistent self-improvement instinct. I am 
really anxious and critical of my work.

How did you get your first Art Job and what 
was it?                                                                                                                                                                                   
Many years ago I started as an urban letter painter. 
This job gave me the chance to make several murals. I 
didn’t just draw the letters, I also added drawings so as 
to paint them. 

Did you have a big break in the industry?  
Artists dream non-stop about their GREAT CHANCE! It’s 
always the next Project what will make their BEST PIECE. 

If you could draw or paint anyone, who would 
it be? 
I would like to make a drawing for Che Guevara but live, 
in the flesh, because live work and its spontaneity one 
of my best qualities, though it would be impossible in 
this case.

Can you take us through you start to finish process 
when starting a new painting/drawing? 
For both requested work or my own portfolio, the 
first step is to outline the challenge and look for 
documentation. I use a scene or a situation that 
represents the person as the basis. I start then with 
pencil sketches, sometimes just one or several when 
the job requires so. Next, I transfer it onto canvas or a 
bigger piece of paper. If I am painting it traditionally, I 
choose different materials depending on the aim. If it 
is digitally done, I scan the drawing and work with
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Corel Painter and Photoshop CS5. The process, 
depending on the piece, may take several days. 

Do you recommend any brushes, materials, paints? 
I always try to experiment with various materials. 
I really enjoy , for instance, working with ballpen, 
mixing then other techniques. In my paintings I 
usually use synthetic hair brushes.                 

Do you prefer Digital or Traditional art? 
I like both techniques! In the last years I have been 
choosing digital art a lot. I also feel very comfortable, 
perhaps because of my education, with traditional art: 
graphite, acrylic, oil painting and ink. 

What do you suggest to put in your portfolio?     
Maybe what most represents me, caricature.

How do you decide how much to charge for 
your artwork?   
It depends. The value is many times measured by the 
complexity of the order, by the previous corrections 
and the time consumed in making the project. For 
other things I do, such as live caricature at events, there 
is a price set by the market which doesn’t vary much.

What is your best advice to new and struggling artists? 
Work incessantly to achieve your goal and study all 
kind of art, not just caricature.

What are your other hobbies?  
Music, without hesitation. I am a heavy metal Singer as well.

How do you balance your work and your 
family/social life?                                                    
As well as I can, hahaha.  The people I love are very 
important for me because they are the basis of my artwork.

What do you think of Mad Artist Publishing, Book 
Pushers, and its effort to help artists? Any suggestions?                                                        
This initiative is really valuable! It’s great support for the 
artista to advertise  their work.

Any last words of wisdom?                                                                                                                                       
“When creating, it’s the artwork who decides !”

Interviewed by Marcin Migdal 
Facebook.com/MarcinMigdal  
BookPushers.com 
Sketchoholic.com  
MadArtistPublishing.com 
Facebook.com/MadArtistPublishing 
Facebook.com/Sketchoholic 
Youtube.com/MadArtistPulishing 
Youtube.com/MadArtistReels  
Youtube.com/StudioReels
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SEND US YOUR 
PHOTO AND  
TESTIMONIAL AND 
WE WLL  PROMOTE
YOU TOO!    
madartistpublishing@gmail.com
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THANKS  TO  ALL  MY  FANS & FRIENDS  WHO
www.sketchoholic.com/cast/book

Facundo Nahuel gonzalez from buenos aires , Argentina

Victor Valentini from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Roxana Roxaniita from la plata , Argentina

Srdjan Stamenkovic from Kragujevac , Serbia

Daniel Trajtemberg from San Jose USA-California-San Jose

Dani Gonzalez from Barcelona , Spain

Claudio Vaughan from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Alden Debee from , United States

Juan hector from , Argentina

Cristopher Ruiz from bogota , Colombia

Irina kucherova from vancouver , Canada

Mariana di romano from , Argentina

Nestor martin from trenque lauquen , Argentina 

Blanca armenio from buenos aires , Argentina

Javier retamoza from buenos aires , Argentina

Axel Steinn from , United Kingdom

Natalia chialvo from buenos aires , Argentina

Matias benitez from , Argentina

Claudio kappel from buenos aires , Argentina

Arkadiusz Maniuk from , Poland

Walter Davenport from Bernal, Buenos Aires, Argentina , Antigua

Ramiro Zilli from Esparreguera , Spain

Zulema caba from buenos aires , Argentina

abias david from , Argentina

Juan Pablo Leiva from Ciudad de Buenos Aires , Argentina

    Ella pena from Buenos Aies , Argentina

         Sergio Bonavena from Buenos Aies , Argentina

                  Nestor ne from , Argentina

                        Gabriela Meni Battaglia from , Argentina

  Maria Teresa Elesgaray from , Argentina

                         Emiliano Ortiz from Río Cuarto , Argentina

                      andres ludmer from rosario , Argentina

                    Jaime Ortega from  Venezuela

                  Wanda cicchetti from juan jose castelli , Argentina

               Claudia meneses from capital federal , Argentina

              Luciano Mansilla from Añatuya , Argentina

             Zaraza sinfin from gotica , Argentina

http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
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CREATE  &  PUBLISH  your  book FOR  FREE . bookpushers.COM

                 Daniela Méndez from , Argentina

         Erikas imbrasas from , Afghanistan

                            Gerardo benitez from santiago , Chile

                    Edgardo Mario from Buenos Aires , Argentina

             Germán Osterrieth from Avellaneda , Argentina

                                Magali Garcia from Buenos aires , Argentina

                       Lola nagel from , Argentina

                Carlos Larrosa from Buenos Aires , Argentina

          Carlos peralta from , Argentina

    Angel Cruz from Tijuana , Mexico

Sebastian Carabajal from buenos aires , Argentina

Juan turbay from tucuman , Argentina

Santiago Trejo from Buenos Aires , Argentina

ALFREDO GRANDE from , Argentina

Valeria Meni Battaglia from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Gerardo Perez from Rosario , Argentina

Horacio Moreno from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Soledad Russo from , Afghanistan

Ana Degiuseppe from , Argentina

Rosario Peralta from , Argentina

agustina enriquez from bsas , Argentina

jairo benavides from , Colombia

jorge peralta from , Argentina

cynthia maley from buenos aires , Argentina

martin villa from , Argentina

mauro bramajo from bahia blanca , Argentina

ANDREA GUERRERO from Medellin , Colombia

Daniele Cerritelli from bologna , Italy

Gustavo lopez from , Argentina

Alex ruiz from buenos aires , Argentina

Victor lombardo from , Argentina

Leo gomez from , Chile

valeria meni battaglia from , Argentina

Jairo Benavides from USA-California-Sacramento,

Nacho guspero from parana , Argentina

Marcelo lopez from buenos aires , Argentina

Maximiliano Bagnasco from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Rubio djony from , Afghanistan

Kamlesh Bhalerao from Burbank , United States

Adrian palmas from Cordoba , Argentina

Juan Roman Angel from Medellin, Colombia

Giselle Guillermo from BUENOS AIRES , Argentina

leandro gillig from buenos aires , Argentina

FukiMakai ArielM from , Argentina

Camilo Triana from Funza , Colombia

Walter Fornero from Rosario , Argentina

Gustavo cereijo from , Afghanistan

Maria isabel montarón from capital , Argentina

Raúl Curbelo from Montevideo , Uruguay

Bogdan Covaciu from , Romania

Gabriel Lucca from , Afghanistan

Eddie ironchoppers from , Argentina

Mario Lopes from Rio de Janeiro , Brazil

Hernan Dario from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Erasmo araujo from Jundiaí , Brazil

Ivan Shatski from rosario , Argentina

Asier Garcia from ARRIGORRIAGA , Spain

Armando Ramirez from Houston , United States

Jessie Angulo from tijuana , Mexico

Pablo Nicolas from buenos aires , Argentina

Luis Schinca from ciudad de buenos aires , Argentina

Charly Zion from buenos aires , Argentina

Diego Parpaglione from Buenos Aires , Argentina

Sol Rivas from , Argentina

Luis Calvo from , Costa Rica

Rafael Arvizu from Las Vegas , United States

Sacha bebchuk from , Afghanistan

Osmar Arroyo from Jundiaí , Brazil 
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In my professional life, apart from 
work itself, I really like –as you may 
realize- music.  Portraying moments, 
images and testimonies by means 

of my pencil draws me closer to my Art 
experiences. Many times, and almost 
innocently, I upload the finished drawing 
of a band or singer online and immediately 
after fans from different places get in 
touch with me to buy my art. It’s a pleasant 
surprise for me because evidently my 
artwork is liked by more than one person! 
I mean, me and someone else! Haha! 
That’s how a hobby can often become a 
commercial opportunity.
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In the courses I teach I try to 
organize contents where to 
transfer my knowledge and 
education. I make students 

commit to Art and look for their 
own path, their own style. As for 
studies, I always recommend live 
modeling. It’s our foundation; it 
documents our work to try out any 
drawing discipline. In my lessons, 
students are taught the plastic use 
of the tools provided by the new 
“digital art”. In my online lessons I 
also use tutorials with text, videos 
and detailed explanation of each 
drill or exercise.
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http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
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When asked “what is the caricature”, 
my answer is “The caricature is not 
only to distort the anatomy, but 
understand!” from there comes my 

way, my point of view. Generally my colleagues 
have varied opinions. The beauty of this art is that! 
Let each mode solves your every challenge. The 
caricature in my view, is not a minor art. In that 
situation, an idea was born, a realization that goes 
beyond the character. In many of my individual 
work, the commissions web or enterprise, there a 
style show more humorous than offensive.

http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
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I make the sketch in a large sheet to have enough space to draw all the characters. I 
scan the drawing by sections, then I join them and I start painting over the earth color 
background. All the details here have been done in Photoshop, using soft brush, splash 
and scattered leaves for the texture of the clothes. It is important to go for a close up when 
doing the details.

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

YES
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 with Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  2 days - May 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  2013 Promotion Tour photograph
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  Hermenegildo Sabat     www.hermenegildosabat.com.ar

This influential band in the world of proggressive music was given this illustration as a gift .  In my Facebook 
profile you can read their comments when receiving it after their great show here in Argentina. “Drawing a 
caricature, from my point of view, doesn’t mean to offend or laugh at the person”.

This sketch presents several challenges apart from the creation of the characters, such as the 
motorbike, the different planes and textures. I use Corel Painter for the first ink splatter with 
acrylic and conté. At the Photoshop stage,  the actual definition of lights, shadows and textures 
come to life by using different brushes so as to make everything I paint look more real.

JUDAS PRIEST
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  and digital finishing using Wacom Bamboo Tablet, Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5
COMPLETED IN:  4 days - May 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  2013 Summer 2008 – Hair Metal Tours from Hell
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  Tom Richmond     www.tomrichmond.com

One of my favorite bands. I am a big fan of heavy metal music. If you visit my website, you will find many 
illustrations of similar heavy metal bands.

I draw in pencil, then scan the image and begin the digital process. I work as in a canvas, in 
one layer only. I use Corel Painter for the first ink splatter with acrylic and then Photoshop 
for the final touching and the last details using several brushes: hard, soft and dry, as well as 
different brushes for the textures.

AEROSMITH
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch , then painted in Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 with Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  3 days - August 2012 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Aerosmith Wallpaper 2012
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.sebastiankruger.com

Aerosmith, American hard rock band. The scene shows several characters; here the distribution and the 
painting is a complex job.

Done in two layers in order to project the shadow, with a background base greenish gray in 
color; painted with Coler Painter using acrylic and details made in Photoshop with soft and 
hard brushes, chalk and splashing. The characters become clearer as they stand out of the 
darker background.

MOTORHEAD
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  2 days - July 2010 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  www.rockandrollarmy.com
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  vallejoural.net

One of my first works of a new series and way of working. Here I began to adopt more of the idea of 
chiaroscuro, so that the characters vibrate among the shadows thanks to the effect of light and color, and I 
also work on the real textures.

The drawing is scanned by sections. I use one layer for the background so as to project the 
shadow, then I start painting each character.

KISS
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch, digital finishing with  Corel Painter x and Photoshop CS5 using Genius Pensketch Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  22 days - January 2012 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  A photograph from the Rolling Stones magazine 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  delosriosgeorge.blogspot.com

Sketch made on a 50x35 cm paper which gives enough space to organize the composition easily. This is one 
of the bands I have listened to since I was a child.

http://www.hermenegildosabat.com.ar
http://www.tomrichmond.com
http://www.sebastiankruger.com
http://www.rockandrollarmy.com
http://vallejo.ural.net
http://delosriosgeorge.blogspot.com
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I always need a preliminary study in pencil and 
paper in the old school fashion. The choice 
of characters is very important for the future 
realization. Sometimes it’s intuition which 
leads my choice! I think carefully about the 
final piece while going about the first sketch. 
I always try to document my work with good 
quality photos. The search is thorough until 
I achieve the image I want.  I grab a pencil 

and paper. I need to express myself, to tell a 
story. Movement, power, and music pierce the 
piece of paper and blend in the gesture. Print 
media have become faithful witnesses of our 
artists’ legacy. Without a doubt, if there is no 
imagination, there is no possible artwork!



“When you truly commit in your life, you start
   receiving more than you could imagine.” ~ Jeff Bridges
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The selection of the photo is very 
important here; this piece requires 
complexity. There is a challenge I 
set for my artwork, for publishers or 

private clients who hire me via the Internet: 
“I try to recreate the atmosphere of the 
photocomposition”. 
The sketch is the most important basis of my 
work; if it’s not well done, the final illustration 
won’t be good. When I work digitally, the process 
is always similar. I draw in pencil, scan the original 
and start the process in Photoshop. The first step 

is to change the color of the lines into earth colors: this will lead me closer to the colors I will use in my palette. I 
add then a new layer which I will multiply to create a base color; it is generally the color the photo suggests me. 
I make the first approaches to color and shape with Corel Painter. Once the general idea is finished, I go back to 
Photoshop for details. I use a saturated color palette; the idea is that colors vibrate, as well as the lights. This is a 
project where several textures come up, and I always try to reproduce them. You can see the brick wall, the wood, 
the glass or the guitar. For this I work with different brushes, to make them look very real. There is some blurred 
out of focus effect on the foreground.
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http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
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Once I could overcome my self-
consciousness when facing Sebastian 
Kruger’s work, I managed to draw Ron 
Wood!!!!  

Really, it was impossible to resist such a beautiful 
photo; it caught me at first glance. I could 
imagine the finished piece immediately! Here is 
my version of Ron. 

The posture captivated me. In the sketch I tried 
to take the position and gesture to the extreme. 
The inclination of his body, his hands, the full 
length of his les and the shoes, all was analyzed 
and projected. My studies are based on the idea 

http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
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of caricature as a composition. The 
background on a second plane boosts the 
importance of the figure in the space. My 
work aims at achieving the atmosphere in 
the photo, respecting the spirit, textures and 
tones in the original image; from there on I 
use it as a reference and I create freely.

In the step by step process, you can find the 
description of the project. Made in graphite, 
Corel Painter and Adobe Photoshop CS5. 
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Sketch made with pencil and finished digitally. Work done in two layers over a colored 
background. I used Coler Painter for the first ink splatter with acrylic. I then did the finishings 
in Photoshop using different brush options: hard, soft and dry brush.

KIEDIS AND FLEA (RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS)
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch, later painted with Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 in Genius Pensketch 9x12 Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  18 hours - Sept 2011 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Photograph
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  delosriosgeorge.blogspot.com

Musicians from the Red Hot Chili Peppers. The most important thing here is the expression. Following that 
idea, I worked on the anatomy and the caricature in the drawing.

Using a base color within the earth colors palette as a starting point, I then paint the 
background, imitating wood texture, not too detailed and a bit blurred so that the figure 
becomes the protagonist with more detail and definition. An example of this can be found 
in the treatment of his hair, for which I reduced the diameter of the hard brush option to 
the minimum.

STAN LEE
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  12 hours - February 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Stan Lee in OZ Comic Con wallpaper
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.facebook.com/realstanlee

I am a fan of this great scriptwriter, creator of Spiderman, Ironman, Hulk. The hand in the foreground is out of 
focus, though not too big. The aim is not to outweigh his face.

I paint it all in one layer; as a base I use a grayish sky blue background. I previously have 
painted a ink splatter using corel painter with acrylic and the finishing is done with 
Photoshop brush options: soft, hard and chalk. 

SCARLETT JOHANSSON
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  6 hours - February 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  www.scarlettjohanssonfans.co.uk
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.ciruelocabral.com.ar

She is one of the most beautiful actresses nowadays. How to start a caricature? Undoubtedly, by issuing a 
challenge to yourself. I always say so. Here I tried to boost her sensuality by means of a suggestive posture, as 
well as by using the traditional caricature scale: in my opinión, the body should be three and a half heads tall.

When I work in digital format, the process is always similar. I draw with pencil, then I scan the 
original picture and I begin to work with Photoshop. The first step is to change the color of the 
lines into earth colors. This is going to lead me closer to the colors I am going to choose as my 
palette. Next I move to Corel Painter where I do the ink splatter. Here I used acrylic and crayon for 
the different textures of the wall. Then I go back to Photoshop where I work on the details. I add 
some tones, painting the window and the hanging lights with intense light in order to create a 
more real effect.

JEFF BRIDGES
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch, then  painted in Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  2 days - April 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Image from the movie The Weary Kind 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.escueladekappel.com.ar

American actor. An image from one of his films has been the inspiration behind this caricature. The idea was to work 
with details, different textures and lighting. At the contest “Caricaturama Enfrentamiento 3000” it took second place.

Bluish grey base for the background. First I paint the background with different textures and 
ink splatters; then I add a bit of out of focus effect and the figure stands out with greater 
volumen; the palette includes earth and blue colors; textures with different brushes to 
imitate the wood in the table, the clothes and the footwear. 

RON WOOD
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  20 hours - August 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  www.rockandrollarmy.com 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.luisroyo.com

“Once I could overcome my self-consciousness when facing Sebastian Kruger’s work , I managed to draw 
Ron Wood!!!”

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

http://delosriosgeorge.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/realstanlee
http://www.scarlettjohanssonfans.co.uk
http://www.ciruelocabral.com.ar
http://www.escueladekappel.com.ar
http://www.rockandrollarmy.com
http://www.luisroyo.com
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Just before closing this edition, I am facing a new 
path: to go for the toughest challenges has always 
been my greatest professional drive; to study 
every structure, every light bounce in detail, this 
is what makes the adventure exciting. Many of 
the thoughts a caricaturist has when composing 
might impact a traditional artist. Studies of the 
figure, the postures, and the creative act of 
bringing imagination into life. Caricature, as 
the popular belief states, “is a minor art form”. I 

obviously couldn’t disagree more and I make an 
extra effort to overcome all barriers. I always joke 
with traditional artists when I tell them how they 
would suffer by just changing the proportions of 
the human scale! They have no idea how difficult 
it is to make a character play the guitar and still 
manage a harmonic figure.
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DANNY TREJO
PRODUCTION:  Sketch made in pencil and painted with Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 in Wacom Bamboo Tablet.
COMPLETION:  24 hours - Septembre 2013, Buenos Aires, Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Photo by Paul Mobley
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.wittygraphy.com

In this illustration I aimed at going deeply into the details.  I have my doubts concerning hyper-realism; 
I’d rather represent lights, hatching and structure from another point of view, mine! Ha ha ha! Warmth 
in the final outcome is what I look for in a finished piece. I think I’m getting closer to finding this new 
quality within my style. If you look in detail, you will see that everything has been “drawn”, there are no 
computer tricks!  I thrust out many strokes and hatchings in different directions, as I most like. I try to 
interpret the detail above all, searching for plasticity in the general realization.

JAMES LEBRON
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 with Wacom Bamboo Tablet.
COMPLETION:  15 hours - July 2013, Buenos Aires, Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Image from Miami Heat vs Indiana Pacers
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.nba.com

Miami Heat basketball player. I enjoy working with contrasts. The character stands on a dark 
out-of-focus background which makes it appear three-dimensional.

There is here a blurred background, without detail, so that the figures becomes larger.  I 
worked on some details as the sweat and the light bouncing.

NEYMAR DA SILvA SANTOS JUNIOR
PRODUCTION:  Sketch made in pencil and painted with Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5,  Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETION:  6 hours - May 2012, Buenos Aires, Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Photograph of the Brazilian national soccer team
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.aceshowbiz.com (another great photo website)

Soccer player.  Characters with a huge amount of popularity at the momento are always a big  
challenge: a great number of supporters will be looking at your work.  This drawing was sold to 
several clients, especially coming from Brazil.

JIMI HENDRIX
PRODUCTION:  Biro drawing and digital retouching
COMPLETION:  4 hours - November 2012, Buenos Aires, Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  The United States, beginnings of 1968
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.jimmihendrix.com

American musician, one of the most influential guitarists in the rock and roll world. One of the 
techniques I love; just biro and the digital finishing, if the work requires so.

LIONEL MESSI
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETION:  8 hours - June 2012, Buenos Aires, Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  The Barca football team 2011
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.zimbio.com (a very good photo website)

The best-known Argentinian sportsman all over the world. Undoubtedly, an unavoidable temp-
tation for my portfolio. Drawing made for a client.

I drew with pencil, then I scanned the image and I began with the digital process in only one layer. 
I used Corel Painter for the first ink splatter and then Photoshop CS5 for the final touches and the 
last details using different brushes: hard, soft and dry, as well as other brushes for the skin textures.

Advice

Once the sketch is scanned, I just paint the background with Corel Painter and then choose 
a Gaussiano blur using Photoshop. I keep working on the character with both programs, 
enhancing the contrast of lights, backlights and shadows.  As usual it is very important to 
depict the real textures, as in the case of the T-shirt or the towel headband.

Advice

Advice

I made an extra layer in the background so that I could cut out the character adding some 
light around him, using options: layer style, outer glow.Advice

I quickly draw the pencil sketch and then I begin to work on it with the biro. Once finished, I 
do the background in grey using Photoshop and some cross-hatchings in white.

Advice

http://www.wittygraphy.com
http://www.nba.com
http://www.aceshowbiz.com
http://www.jimmihendrix.com
http://www.zimbio.com
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Roger Waters. I always try to document my work 
with good quality photos. The search is thorough 
until I get the image I want. The historical weight 
of this great musician brings my imagination to an 
intense state.  I grab a pencil and paper. I need to 
express myself, to tell a story. Movement, power, 
and music pierce the piece of paper and blend in 
the gesture…

Print media have become faithful witnesses of 
our artists’ legacy. When choosing the pictures my 
book would include, this series of ink and paper 
originals couldn’t be absent. When I work with 
a gray color-scheme, for example, I set myself 
the challenge of overcoming the limits, in order 
to explore the artistic phase to the extreme. No 
doubt that without creation, without imagination, 
there’s no artwork at all!
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pete townshend  PROCESS

The sequence of pictures first shows us the 
scanning of the original pencil sketch. 

With Photoshop I change the lines into earth colors 
for a greater balance. I add a new layer, and using 
the Multiply tool I give it a base color. The choice 
of base color is very important, it will provide 
atmosphere and uniformity to the piece. I work on 
the background, blurring it and I add some lights 
to make the figure stand out. 

The main aim is to give it a greater volume. I then 
blend the layers with the figure. I keep on painting 
as on a canvas, in one layer, with Corel Painter. 
I use conté and acrylic. Once the base is done, I 
work on the details in Photoshop CS5. For the final 
touching I blur the guitar a little, creating a greater 
impression of volume. 
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This series is part of a tutorial for my digital art 
students. We can see here a summarized step-
by-step process that reveals my style and digital 
definition method. I start with a preliminary study 
and pencil sketch, I then scan it and work in Corel 
Painter and Photoshop. 

“I am really attached to my education in traditional 
visual art. When using digital tools I try to work in 
the same way”. 

The illustration is done in only one layer. My aim 
is to achieve the greatest plasticity possible. In 
this character the gesture is really important. 
Caricature doesn’t try to distort the anatomy; we 
should incessantly look for and find the character’s 
essence, by looking for a characteristic trait in his or 
her personality. 

“Nobody ever felt offended by my any of 
caricatures; that’s my greatest achievement, I think.  
I think? That’s a great achievement..”
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Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

To search by bearing the observer in mind is an exercise I most enjoy. We can see three 
different planes here:  on the left, the books appear out of focus, creating the feeling of 
closeness; then you can see the main character who is placed in the foreground. Finally in 
the background, there is a wall and a bookcase. Each object plays an important role in the 
piece and manages to complete the scene.

MARIO BENEDETTI
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Genius Pensketch 9x12 Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  2 days – July 2011 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Haikus by Mario Benedetti
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.facebook.com/CaloiEnSuTinta

Whenever I draw to enrich my portfolio, I enjoy posing myself emotional challenges.  Here is a very important 
Uruguayan writer, who is an important cultural figure in the region where I live.

Previously creating a base color in Photoshop, I then paint all the background dark and I 
draw the figure in another color, reddish.  Once the base color in Painter is finished I begin 
with the details of the clothes, the armchair with the soft brush option, in the mode: normal 
and dissolve, to make some textures. I also choose a coarse round bristle brush for the hands 
and face.

STEvE vAI
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  24 hours – November 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Steve Vai Larry Di Marzio
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.americanartarchives.com/davis,jack.htm

American rock guitarist. In my paintings I try to reproduce the real textures so that what one sees looks like 
what it actually is. Examples of this are the red leather armchair in this picture as well as the sphere.

Sketch made in pencil and finished digitally. Work done in two layers over a colored 
background. I use Corel Painter for the first ink splatter, using acrylic and then Photoshop 
CS5 brush options (hard, soft, dry) for the details and some other splatter brushes for the 
blood and other things at the back.

BJORK
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  12 hours – March 2012 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  A photograph by Jean Baptiste Mondino
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.facebook.com/goro.fujita.artist

The idea, as always, is to say something else, to go beyond the basic caricature structure, to compose the 
character inside a scene. This picture took a Third Place at the event “Caricaturama Enfrentamiento 3000”.

The illustration is made in only one layer.  My goal is to gain greater plasticity, always finding 
solutions by means of brushes and textures. 

LUCILLE BALL
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  7 hours – April 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.aceshowbiz.com (another very good photo website)

Actress who is very well known for her role in the TV show “I love Lucy”. This picture comes from a tutorial I 
gave to my students at the Art School where I work nowadays.

I work over a dark background and for the character I use plain color: greyish light blue. The 
use of chiaroscuro can be found in many of my works.

PETE TOWNSHEND 
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch  , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 using Wacom Bamboo Tablet
COMPLETED IN:  9 hours – July 2013 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Image from The Times magazine 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.jasonseiler.com

British Singer and guitarist, leader of The Who.  Here is an example of how I use out of focus mode in the 
foreground: the guitar.

http://www.facebook.com/CaloiEnSuTinta
http://www.americanartarchives.com/davis,jack.htm
http://www.facebook.com/goro.fujita.artist
http://www.aceshowbiz.com
http://www.jasonseiler.com
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Pope Francis represents my country all 

around the world nowadays. This is my 

humble homage to him. I took advantage 

of a posture in profile, thinking on the final 

work, using cross-hatching. I lean the face forward, 

giving power and personality to this illustration. 

In my artwork I look for plasticity; a good chance 

for this was to push the robe’s and hat’s whiteness 

further, to make them blend in the paper.
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Music is an art form I 
am mad about. The 
idea of movement is 
to give the caricature 

a bonus track. I always try to do it. 
In this illustration we can see an 
action at the back, really subtle, 
which leads the observer to see a 
movement in the figure.  Capturing 
the atmosphere is often a bonus 
track that enriches Art.  However, if 
you overuse any resource, you may 
jam the artwork. I always say this 
to my students.



Nelson Mandela
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Here is one of my most frequent drills. 
I begin from a primitive distortion, an 
idea based on the bone structure of 
the skull. I can then visualize the real 

volumen of my character’s  project. From here on, 
I start the transformation. Next I look for the most 
characteristic features, I outline geometries, I study 
his or her gestures.  All the preliminary work will help 
me achieve a caricature with my own mark.
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I drew on a red color background. I used several tools such as finger, out of focus and stains 
or spots on the background.  For the figure I used several brushes like scattered leaves and 
chalk to give texture to the face and hands.

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

Advice

BLACKIE LAWLESS
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch , Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 with Wacom Bamboo Tablet.
COMPLETED IN:  22 hours – April 2013 - Buenos Aires -Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Loud Festival 2012 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  andrescascioli.com.ar

Singer of one of my favorite bands from the glorious 80s: W.A.S.P. as many others in my catalog couldn’t be 
absent. In this piece the figure of the Singer is as important as the base of the microphone, which defines 
the character.

I draw in pencil, then I scan the image and begin with the process: I use one layer for the 
caricature and another for the background; a previous ink splatter with Corel Painter and 
then Photoshop CS5 for the final touches. Brushes: hard, soft and dry, as well as different 
brushes for skin and hair textures.

MEGAN FOX
PRODUCTION:  Pencil sketch, Corel Painter 9 and Photoshop CS5 with Wacom Bamboo Tablet..
COMPLETED IN:  10 hours – September 2013 - Buenos Aires -Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Transformers film
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  jasonseilerillustration.blogspot.com

Caricaturing a pretty woman is a big challenge, and Megan is one of them. The caricature of a woman is 
always more subtle.

I quickly draw the pencil sketch and then move on to the ballpen. Once finished, I make the 
background in different shades of gray in Photoshop and some hatching and spots in gray 
and white.

CHUCK BERRY
PRODUCTION:  Ballpen drawing and digital retouching.
COMPLETED IN:  5 hours – February 2013 - Buenos Aires -Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Berry in 1956
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.rockpaperphoto.com/photographers

Chuck Berry, one of the most influential rock and roll composers, performers and guitarists of all times. Another 
ballpen creation from scratch. The digital retouching let me add movement and define the primary idea.

Drawing made in graphite on a 50x35 cm paper. I begin by drawing the character’s structure 
with HB and then I move on to cross-hatching and shading with 6B and 8B.

ATAHUALPA YUPANqUI
PRODUCTION:  Pencil Sketch
COMPLETED IN:  4 hours – April 2012 - Buenos Aires -Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Atahualpa Yupanki, Paris, 1983
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  www.atahualpayupanqui.org.ar

One of the most representative musicians in my country. This kind of drawing, pencil only, is the main basis 
of my work. Work selected for the 2012 Exhibition “Ciudad Alterna”. 

As a first step, I draw a pencil sketch on the color paper. Then I start working on the face 
with a ballpen, always cross-hatching. The tunic is done with oil pastel. How do I create the 
texture? Simple, I place the paper over a rough surface that has the texture I am looking for 
and take advantage of the angels of the oil pastel stick.

MADRE TERESA 
PRODUCTION:  Ballpoint pen, White polychrome, acrylic and oil pastel, using a 120 gr gray paper.
COMPLETED IN:  4 hours – June 2013 - Buenos Aires -Argentina
REFERENCE BASED ON:  Photograph by Raghu Rai 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE:  giger.com

Mother Teresa, humanitarian defender of the poor and helpless, is one of the characters that I could not leave 
out.  I really enjoy working with a mixture of several elements. This is a technique I use with my students. 

http://andrescascioli.com.ar
http://jasonseilerillustration.blogspot.com
http://www.rockpaperphoto.com/photographers
http://www.atahualpayupanqui.org.ar
http://giger.com
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Thanks to you all for enjoying my work. 

To my awesome fans, my students and my 

colleagues. Once you have gotten my ebook, 

you can see more of my new works as free 

updates will be sent to you from www.

madartistpublishing.com.  For all of you 

who have asked me about my workshops, 

videos and lessons, they will be available at 

madartistpublishing.com soon .

        ~ Sebastián Cast

ENjoy THESE FREE VIDEoS AND GET THE E-BOoK fOR

LIFETIME ACCESS TO MORE VIDEoS AS I CREATE THEM

http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
http://bit.ly/1dyvhjI
http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
http://bit.ly/19jsM3M
http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
http://bit.ly/1dywcAG
http://bit.ly/1cv0wuO
http://bit.ly/1iAHhl6
http://bit.ly/HjAPTH







